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ABSTRACT 
A general characterization theorem of best approximations in normed linear 
spaces is specialized to the linear space of real nX n matrices endowed with the 
spectral norm. 
INTRODUCTION 
The set of all real rx x n matrices, which we will denote by M, forms an 
n2-dimensional linear space over R. It may be endowed with various norms, 
an important class of which are the matrix norms subordinate to the $-vector 
norms 
where AEM, x~lw”. 
The three matrix norms most widely used in the applications are 
lIAIl,=m= E IaiiIF 
i i=l 
IIAIl,=mz~ $I aijI> 
j-1 
llAll,=[~(A~A)]“~. 
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For any given matrix norm 11 11 and any subset V c M one may consider 
the corresponding best approximation problem in the normed linear space 
(U, 11 II). Of the three norms defined above, the spectral norm turns out to 
lead to the least trivial type of approximation problem. Because of its 
theoretical interest we shall therefore consider the normed linear space (Ml, 
(1 1j2) and the problem of best approximating a given element of M by 
elements of a finite-dimensional linear subspace of Ml: 
Given the m-dimensional subspace A={A,,...,A,] of M and BEMA, 
find A* E A such that 
We shall specialize the following general theorem due to Singer [2, p, 
1701 to obtain a characterization of best approximations in the present case 
which will be useful for the practical solution of the problem. 
THEOREM. Let ($11 11) be a normed Zinear space, G=[xl,...,xm] an 
m-dimensional linear subspace of S, XES\G, and g* CC. T&e following 
statements are equiuaknt: 
(i) g* is a best approximation of x. 
(ii) There exist h extremal points fi, . . . , f,, of I?,. (the unit sphere of the 
conjugatespaceS*),where1<h(m+1,andhnumbersA,,...,Xh>O,with 
Zf_‘,lhi= 1, such that 
(4 $ Aif,( ‘gEG> 
i=l 
04 ii Ub-g*)=lb-g*ll. 
i-l 
(iii) There exist h extremul points f,, . . . , fh of Es., where 1 < h Q m + 1, 
and h numbers Al,..., A,>O, with Z;_J,=l, such that 
(4 ii xi_C(g)=“, VgE’G, 
i=l 
(b) x(x-g*)=llx-g*JJ, l,..., h. iL 
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(iv) There exist h extremal points fi,. . . , f,, of ES,, where 
and h numbers Pi,..., /.~,,#0, with Z;_hllpij=l. such that 
(4 ;: PJx%)=O k=l,..., m, 
i=l 
(b) i&~(~-p’)= lx-g*Il. 
(v) There exist h extremal points fi,.. ., f,, of Es., where 
and h numbers Pi,..., y/,#O, with C;&.L~/=~, such that 
(4 i yifi(xk)=O, k=l,...,m 
i=l 
04 f;(x-g*)=%P(Pi) IIX-g*lIy i=l,..., h. 
111 
l<h<m+l, 
l<h<m+l, 
1. THE CONJUGATE SPACE h4* 
Since M is finite-dimensional, its conjugate space M* is isomorphic to M 
itself. If FE Ml* is a linear functional and if 
&:=F(e,ey), i,i=l,..., n, 
then we denote the n X n matrix whose entries are the fii again by F, and, in 
order to avoid any confusion, we write (F, A) for the function value of F at 
A. Clearly, 
(F, A) = x:f;ieii, A=(a,i), (1.1) 
i,i 
which justifies the use of an inner-product notation. 
Equation (1.1) can be transformed into a more convenient form if F is 
written in its singular-value decomposition 
F= i pEL.u,v,=, (14 
.?=I 
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wherep.,,s=l,..., n, are the singular values of F, and {us}, {v,}, s= l,..., 1~, 
two sets of orthonormal vectors. First we note that 
Cu,v,‘, ei e: > = eT(u SvST)ei = u:(eiey)vS. 
Using (1.2) and the linearity of the inner product, we obtain 
<F, A) = i ~~u;Av,. 
s=l 
This form will prove very useful in our analysis of the problem. We note the 
following simple consequences of the definition: 
<F,A)=<A,F), (1.3) 
I<F,A>I<llAllsi:~,- (1.4) 
s=l 
2. THE NORM ON M* 
We will show that the norm 
Ill F III : = sup \<F> A)\, FEMlm*, 
IIAllz=l 
is given by the formula 
lIlFlIl= i PL,, 
s=l 
where pS, s=l,..., n, are the singular values of F. From the inequality (1.4) 
it follows immediately that 
It therefore remains to show that there exists A E E, (the unit sphere of fk4) 
with 
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This is a consequence of the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let 
n 
x ppsvsT= : FE Ml*, 
s-1 
where us= Ue,, v,= Ve,, s=l,..., n ( U and V are orthogonal matrices ). Then 
(F,X)= i PCL, 
s=l 
forXEE,,ifandonlyifX=UVT. 
Proof. 
(i) The matrix W T is obviously of (1 (1 2 unity. We have 
(F,UVT) = i ~.s~~UVT~, = 5 pSeTUTUVTVeS = i pL,. 
.S=l S=;l s==1 
(ii) If 
for X EEL, then, in view of the inequality 
IU~XV, I<1, 
we must have 
u;xv,= 1, s=l ,*a*, 12. 
From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it follows then that u, and Xv, are 
linearly dependent. Comparing norms we conclude that 
u,=xv,, s= ,...,n. 1 
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These equations are equivalent to 
u=xv, 
I.e., 
x= WT. 1 
THEOREM 1. Let FE M*. Then if F = UMVT is the singular-value de- 
composition of F, M=diag (pi ,..., p,,), ps >O, s=l,..., n, then the norm (I( 
111 of F is given by 
IllFIll= i P-LS. 
s=l 
Moreover, F attains its rwrm on X E E, if and only if 
X=+-WT. 
Proof. This is a simple consequence of the preceding lemma. 
COROLLARY. 
II F It z G Ill F Ill. 
n 
(24 
3. THE EXTREMAL POINTS OF E,. 
In order to specialize Singer’s theorem we need to know the extremal 
points of the unit sphere E,. of the conjugate space t&f/*: 
The following theorem gives complete information about these extremal 
points. [We note that FEE M. is extremal if and only if the relation 
F=;(F,+F,), F,, F,EE,., 
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implies that 
THEOREM 2. The extremal points of EM. are precisely the rank-one 
mb+ces of III Ill unity, i.e. matrices of the fm uvT, with IIu112= IIvllz=l. 
Proof. First we show that if FEZ&,., I)( F )I) = 1, is not of rank one, then 
F cannot be extremal. Suppose that rank(F) > 2; then F has at least two 
nonzero singular values, i.e. 
where Zt,, ~C1,=l,andO<~~<~,<l,say,and 
Ilusl12=Ilvsl12=L I,..., n2. S= 
We can pick E > 0 such that 
pI+&<l and I.L~-E>O 
and define 
Then obviously 
Ill F, Ill = III 4 III = 1 
and 
F=;(F,+F,). 
Tbis contradicts the definition of an extremal point. 
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Conversely, if 
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F=uv= 
with IjujJ2=J)vJJz=1, then obviously, rank(F)=1 and IJJFJjI=l. We will 
show that F is indeed an extremal point of E,.. Suppose there exist 
F,, F,E E,. such that 
F= $(F, +F,). (3.1) 
We would then have 
l=~(F,uv=)~=~(uv=, F > I < llbvT Ill II F II 2= II F II 2. (3.2) 
Using (3.1), we find that 
Recalling (2.1), the inequality (3.3) implies that 
Now 
IIF,II,+IlF,112=2 
combined with 
II Fi II 2 < Ill Fi Ill = 1, i=1,2, 
from (2.1) implies that 
which means that F,, F2 E EM. Thus F attains its norm on F, and F,, and by 
Theorem 1 we must have 
F1=Fz=uvT. 
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In view of (3.1) 
F,=F,=F, 
which shows that F is an extremal point of E,.. 
4. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM 
Using the results of the previous sections, we can specialize Singer’s 
theorem to our problem in (M, )I 11 2) as follows: 
THEOREM 3. Let A=[A1,..., A,] be an m-dimensional linear subspace 
of (M, (( 11 2), BE M\A, and A* EA. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A* is a best approximation of B (by elements of A). 
(ii) Th~eexisthrank-onema~esulv~,...,uhv~,~th~J~i~)2=JI~i~(2=l, 
i= ,..., 1 h, where l<h<m+l, and h numbers h,,...,h,,>O with 
Z;_,X,= 1, such that 
(4 i X,u;Av, =0, VAEJI, 
i=l 
lb) 2 A,u;(B-A*)v, = 11 B-A*[( %. 
i=l 
(iii) 2lhereexisthrank-onema~~u,v~~,...,u,v~,~th~~~,~~~=~~v~~~~=l, 
i=l,..., h,whe~l<h<m+l,andhnumbersX1,...,hh>Owjth~C:_,A,= 
1, such that 
(4 2 X,u;Av, -0, VAEA, 
i=l 
( w u;(B-A*)vi=IIB-A*(J2, i=l ,..., h. 
(iv) There exist h rank- one matrices T T ulvl 9 * * -9 UhVh. with 
ll~iI12=ll~Il12=1, i=l,..., h, where l<h<m+l, and h numbers 
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pl,...,ph#O with Z;&.~l=l, such that 
(4 
h 
x piu;Akvi=O, k=l,...,m, 
i-l 
(b) iilPiUT(s-A*)Y= II B_ *ll2* 
(v) There exist h rank-one matrices ulvT,. . . ,uhvl, with J(ui (1 2= [(vi 11 2= 1, 
i= )..., 1 h, where l<h<m+l, and h numbers pl,...,p,,#O with 
Z;_r)j.~i=l, such that 
(4 
h 
x piurAkv, =O, k=l,..., m, 
i=l 
(b) u~(B-A*)vi=sign(~i)IIB-A*j(,, i= )..., 1 h. 
Finally, we remark that if we wish to apply this theorem to (US, (( (1 a), 
where B is the linear space of all real symmetric matrices of order n, then 
the following points are worth noting: 
(i) The singular-value decomposition of FE B* is now 
F= i hiup:, 
i=l 
where Ai, i=l,..., n, are the eigenvalues of F, and u i, i = 1,. . . , n, the 
corresponding normalized eigenvectors of F. It follows that for A E B 
(F, A) = 5 X,u;Aui. 
i==l 
(ii) IJIFJJI=Z;_,JAiJ, where Ai, i=l,...,n, are the eigenvalues of F. 
(iii) The extremal points of E,. are symmetric rank-one matrices of 111 11) 
unity, i.e. matrices of the form 2 uuT with JJuJJ 2 = 1. 
We conciude with a numerical example illustrating Theorem 3 for the 
“symmetric” case. 
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EXAMPLE. Let A = [A r, A 2] be the 2dimensional subspace of B where 
0.13 0.04 -0.06 
A,= 0.04 0.44 0.21 1 , 
-0.06 0.21 0.39 1 
i 
0.22 -0.09 -0.11 
A,= -0.09 0.35 0.18 
-0.11 0.18 0.51 
1 , 
and consider the problem of best approximating the symmetric matrix 
i 
0.67 -0.13 0.27 
B= -0.13 0.49 0.33 
0.27 I 0.33 0.63 ~ 
by elements of A. 
(i): A best approximation can, in principle, be found by any suitably 
chosen optimization technique. Care must, however, be taken because of the 
existence of local minima and the possible nonuniqueness of a best 
approximation. 
The following solution was found (all numbers have been correctly 
rounded to 6 decimal places): 
A* =0.2700204, + 1.587963As. 
The “error matrix” P* = B -A* is given by 
I 
0.285546 0.002116 0.460877 
P* = 0.002116 -0.184596 -0.012538 , 
0.460877 - 0.012538 - 0.285169 1 
and the minimal deviation ]I P * (1 2 = 0.542280. P * has the eigenvalues 
k 0.542280 and - 0.184219, 
and the normalized eigenvectors corresponding to the first pair are 
We have 
xTP*x= -0.542280, y’P*y=O.542280 
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and 
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xTA,x=0.390514, yTA,y=0.138967, 
x=A,x=O.548122, yTAzy=0.195CW. 
The homogeneous system 
has the nontrivial solution 
u1 = -0.262459, 
C7,=0.737541, 
with 
lTI+l%I=1* 
The equivalent conditions of Theorem 3 are now satisfied if we take h-2 
and 
(a) for (ii) and (iii): 
u1=x, VI= -x, A,= -ul, 
u2= v2=y, A,=u,; 
(b) for (iv) and (v): 
Ul =vl=x, PI =u1* 
u2=v2=y, P2=u2. 
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